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Join our favorite covert government organization of mythic creatures as they save the world from a bunch of
supernatural threats. Made up of beasts that will be the stuff of rumor and legend, the Crypto-Squad’Crypto-Squad 1:
Seeing that a boy, Marcus Tillman dreamed of being a sideshow barker, but never in his wildest dreams could he have
got imagined the kind of freak show he would work in one day. When the dead begin to rise from their graves and tear

apart the very fabric of civilization, a particular government-sponsored strike team known as the Crypto-Squad is
established, and Tillman is devote charge. Enter the world of the Crypto-Squad in the initial three books in the series

and discover what happens when they face off against a cult of snake-worshiping zombies, The Four Horsemen of
Apocalypse, and a band of undead werewolves. Brown and Jason Brannon’Crypto-Squad 2: The Crypto-Squad assembles
and mobilizes against a global threat when The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse began to wreak havoc in every corner
of the world.Crypto-Squad 3 (Dead Wolves): The Crypto-Squad encounter off against a pack of undead wolves that lay
siege to a small Southern town. Led by the Mothman, the Crypto-Squad is made up of El Chupacabra, The Jersey Devil,

Sasquatch from different tribes, Mongolian Loss of life Worms, and more. As the legions of undead march across
country, devouring what continues to be of America, the lives of millions rest in the hands of this dangerous band of
rogue beasts. Eric S.s objective is to eradicate several doomsday cultists who make reference to themselves as The

Unending.s Crypto-Squad is a mix of monsters, covert operatives, cultists, and the undead. This is the zombie apocalypse
as you’A Pack of Wolves," Refusing to simply accept defeat and decided to save those who are still left alive, Tillman

mobilizes this ragtag band of misfits, realizing that they are the globe’ Picking right up where Crypto-Squad 2 leaves off
in the aftermath of the struggle with The Chozen, Crypto-Squad 3 displays the group at their finest.s last remaining

hope. Inner turmoil and a traitorous mole within the group threaten to tear the Squad apart. Will the Squad self-destruct
or will they root out the source of their betrayal and overcome the forces that hold sway in the town of Sparks, Texas?

That is a battle royale of freakish proportions that pits Sasquatch, Mothman, El Chupacabra, and a bunch of other
unusual creatures against Death, Famine, Pestilence, and War in a showdown where earth may be the prize...and at their
worst. Features: Mothman, Agent Ness, El Chupacabra, legions of Sasquatch troops, Jack Bunny Bam-Bam, The Farr Clan

from "ve never experienced it before! The Lizard King, and many more cryptids, creatures, and characters!
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sissy Fun tale. Interesting twist on saving the world! I specifically liked the use of semi-known character types as heros!
Comic reserve with no pictures. Tight stories that moved along quickly and cleanly. Not many extraneous words used.
They both brought jointly their individual ideas foundation on other books both wrote by themselves. Hopefully you will
see more books by Jason & They're not large reading, so if you are looking for a few light escapism, these are the way to
go. Mothman and Friends These three books certainly are a fun little assortment of monster brawls. Anyone who enjoys X-
Guys should like these stories! I find as each book list another hero or villain in there series I look up the legends of each
new figure. Only a heads up: if you are a grammar/format Nazi, these books will get you insane. Great reserve with
interesting people. We see their problems, their weaknesses and interactions. The cryptid and individual characters
made for an entertaining read as they got believable and thoughtful personalities with a depth. I am looking towards
additional stories in this series. :) bit juvenile for older readers It was a good idea but the stories were a bit juvenile for
me. Could be better for youthful audiences. I strongly suggest everyone to learn this series.! Lastly Crypto-Squad has
heart & The "squad" is a rag tag bunch of Cryptoids that deal out death and punch lines while defending the world. Dark
brown and Brannon make a fantastic team, writing in a witty, confronted pace style, full of vision. Eric.Both Brown and
Brannon are established authors, and together I came across that they created an exhilarating ride that carries through
all three books.In volume 1, we get to know the team, from the mothman to the Loch Ness Monster. We greatly enjoyed
this reserve. They browse fast, and will leave you wanting even more!!! Another great browse!Volume 3 fits in another of
Eric's series with the Farr category of werewolves. I came across this book particularly entertaining with some
significant issues that threatened to tear the team apart. Eric S Dark brown they are a team to be noticed if indeed they
continue with this series after Crypto-Squad 4. soul in every that they do in each experience. The characters are fully
fleshed out and the actions is non stop. Understand this collection and revel in some seriously great reading!In volume 2,
they take it up a notch and pit the "squad" against the 4 horsemen of the Apocalypse! Crypto-Squad: The Collection (
Vol 1-3 ) by Jason Brannon and Eric S. Brown I actually thoroughly enjoyed this trilogy of Crypto-Squad books each
blended well in one book into the other. I really feel that Jason Brannon and Eric S Dark brown worked well as team. A
bit bloody maybe for the under 12 crowd but maybe not really too difficult for the slightly older kids. Then they
strengthened these 3 books as an excellent adventure group of cryptozoology,mythology,religion & the unfamiliar all
rolled into one great excitement and horror ride. I'd adored these 2 great authors continue on to write more of the
Crypto-Squad adventures and with their unique style and collaboration leaves me seeking even more adventures with
Crypto-Squad heroes. I am currently likely to start out with Crypto-Squad 4 the last book with this series. They could
learn some brand-new vocabulary that isn't produced up of slang or vulgarities! Eric to keep the Crypto-Squad books.
Zombies, the Four Horseman, and were-cowboys are all area of the fun. Crypto-Squad to the rescue! its fun Good quick
read enjoyed studying each character's myth and legends included.! These are the kind of books you Can read more
often than once.Great Praise to Jason Brannon &Today Crypto-Squad 4 has been released and reads just as fast and
great mainly because these books. Thank you Jason & Bringing many of the world's great cryptids alive as a fighting
squad that handles a few of the world's most severe monsters. Marie Marks Crypto-Squad is awesome Crypto-Squad is
awesome. It is paranormal super hero's that kick butt with big guns and bigger hero's. I highly recommend the series
and cannot wait for even more of Eric's books to hit the kindle. I certainly enjoy all stories involved &
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